The declared primary aim is not the analysis of individual works but rather an investigation of the specific social, political and personal soaditions. under which antifascist art was produced. In less capable hands, this emphasis on the "Exilsituation" as opposed to "Exilliteratur" has been known to lead to mere uncritical Realienakkumulation, but Mittenzwei is rigourously selective (unlike the disjointed and ill-focused USA volume in the series) and prenents a compressed,coherent overview of the main events, problems and persons involved without falling into the "Who's Who" trap which threatens any undertaking of this kind. Because of his first-hand familiarity with his material (he has talked extensively to many of those concerned and had full access to important archives in Switzerland and elsewhere -again, the USA volume is much inferior in this respect), Mittenzwei succeeds in communicating something of what it felt like to be a refugee in Switzerland. But perhaps the country-by-eountry approach adopted by the series could have been taken less literally, for it inhibits the author from making appropriate comparison with other countries where this would undoubtedly have helped to point to what was peculiar to the Swiss situation. It is less than satisfactory simply to give each volume a basically triadic structure (1. socio-political conditions; 2. main center of exile, with a historical account of the anti-fascist struggle; 3. principal literary and artistic achievements) and then to abandon the reader to his/her own comparative devices.
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